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Dahl’s collections e.g. Skins
also feature some very
unexpected things, such as a
man with a priceless artwork
on his back and a boy with
swan’s wings.
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V is for Vampires

7. Languages/Film Club

The most popular Vampire
books are The Twilight series by
Stephanie Meyer. The
characters were immortalised
on film by Robert Pattinson and
Kristen Stewart. For an
alternative, take a look at
Darren Shan’s Cirque Du Freak
series. For a more adult take on
Vampires, try Dracula by Bram
Stoker or Salem’s Lot by
Stephen King.

8. Brilliant Blogs

Genre Alphabet
U is for the Unexpected
What if you woke up in someone
else’s body? That’s the start of
Flip by Martyn Bedford. Or:
finding little people living under
the floor boards as in The
Borrowers by Mary Norton. The
short stories in any of Roald
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Continued on page 3

Student Review
Sophia Bennett will
be visiting on Thursday,
23rd February as a run
up to World Book Day.
She will be speaking to
Year 7 and 8s, and
running a Creative
Writing session for a
small group of Year 8s
and 12s. We have all
her books to borrow, so
make sure you read one
to familiarise yourself
with her characters
before her visit! Sophia
will be holding a Book
Signing in the Library at
lunch-time and books
will be available to prepurchase. Think about a
question you would like
to ask Sophia and hand
it in to us!!

Butterfly Summer by Anne-Marie
Conway
Butterfly Summer is about a girl
named Becky who has to deal with
the difficulties of moving house
after her Mum finds a new job that
is on the other side of the country.
When she starts to explore her new
surroundings, she discovers a
strange photo and a mysterious
secret that could change her life for
ever. Becky faces problems that
some girls have to deal with in real
life such as falling in love and
arguing with her friends. The story
has an exciting plot, interesting
characters and plenty of cliff
hangers!
Theadora Gallie, 7.6
If you wish to have a review published in the
Library newsletter, please send your
submission to library@whsg.info
Remember you can review books, films,
magazines or an event you have attended!
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W is for War
This genre of course
overlaps with historical
fiction. Michael Murpurgo is
renowned for his books on
WW1, including War Horse
and Private Peaceful. War
Horse is set at the outbreak
of World War One. Joey,
young Albert’s beloved
horse, is sold to the Cavalry
and shipped to France. He’s
soon caught up in enemy
fire, and fate takes him on
an extraordinary journey.
Dip into the world of spies
and espionage with Tamar
by Mal Peet or Code Name
Verity by Elizabeth Wein.
W is also for Wildlife
The Call of the Wild is a
short adventure novel by
Jack London set in Yukon,
Canada during the 1890s
Klondike Gold Rush. The
central character of the
novel is a dog named Buck.
The story opens at a ranch
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in California, when Buck is
stolen from his home and sold
into service as a sled dog in
Alaska.
For more domesticated wildlife,
try James Herriot’s Vet series
starting with If Only They Could
Talk. Set in the Yorkshire Dales,
it follows the life of a newly
qualified vet with humorous
consequences.
X is for the Unknown Try
something new ……..read
outside your comfort zone!
Y is for Young Heroes Young
adult fiction is full of heroes!
Percy Jackson fights Minotaurs;
Katniss Everdeen sacrifices
herself to defend everyone.
Hermione and Harry showed
that you can be brave and loyal
but still make mistakes and be
human.
Z is for ZZZZZZ If the book
you’re reading bores you after
the first few pages, get another
one! You have the right not to
finish a book you find
uninteresting.

National Poetry Day, 2017
National Poetry Day, the annual mass celebration of poetry and all things poetical, took
place on Thursday 6 October 2016. The theme this year was “Messages” .The Library held
their annual competition for students to write a poem, in a style of their choice, reflecting this
year’s theme. This year’s winner was Shreeya Sharma, 9L and this is her poem.

Her Message
She watches the pastel soft
shades of orange,
As the sun dived into the
clouds,
Leaving the misty grey sky
alone.
They didn’t but she had known,
It’s the sun’s message
It’ll be dark soon.
She walks with a spring in her
step,
Noticing the fragile petals
become cold and crisp,
Their warning, their message.
Winter will arrive with its army
of snow.
Raid their innocent meadow
The thought of it all,
Stole her spring glow.
Gripping the letter tight,
The black ink slightly smudged.
Closer and closer to the blaring
black train,
Closer and closer to her friend
who’d leave her today.
The thick layers of smoke
engulfed her,
The smoke, the train’s goodbye.
Hiding the salty crystals on her
cheek.
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Her heart sank,
Her mind blank.
Consumed with reading
nature’s messages.
Too late to deliver her own.

The letter which carried the
weight of her words,
The words he didn’t read.
Crumpled and bent but clear
from within,
Her selfish hope of him staying
– it felt like a sin.
It lay on the chestnut bench
Protecting what she wanted to
say,
Sitting and sighing she thought,
Maybe he’ll read it one day.

Revision Aids, Apps and
Ideas
Top 10 Revision Tips


Start early



Make a timetable



Study in a quiet place



Create notes



Get help



Take regular breaks



Eat well



Sleep well



Don't panic



Think positive

Revision Websites BBC Bitesize

Revision Websites
BBC Bitesize – Up to GCSE
S-Cool – GCSE and A-Level
Get Revising - GCSE and ALevel
My Maths – All levels
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Can you name these famous authors?
1.

2

----------------------------------4.

Answers on page 7
3.

------------------------------5.

-----------------------------------
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---------------------------------------------------------------------

7.

----------------------------------10.

---------------------------------
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Improve your Language!
A wide range of
French/Spanish
DVDs are
available to
borrow

Film Club meets every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday in WL3 at 12.30pm. Check out the film
showing each week from the timetable on the board
in The Library.
7
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Quiz Answers:
1. J K Rowling, 2. Roald Dahl, 3. David Walliams,
4. Stephenie Meyer, 5. Laura Dockrill, 6. Malorie
Blackman, 7. Anthony Horowitz, 8. Sophia
Bennett, 9. Jacqueline Wilson, 10. John Green,
11. Charles Dickens, 12. Michael Morpurgo

author blogs!
need of inspiration ? Try these
Flagging to find the right book ?

Just in

